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ABSTRACT

Ninety-five men including sixty-five beginning and ending
Baptist seminarians and thirty beginning and ending Catholic seminar
ians were utilized in this study.

Each was administered'five identical

stereotype questionnaires consisting of twenty bipolar (masculinityfemininity) items.

They were to answer each of the five questionnaires

based upon their perception of the "ideal" woman, "real" woman, "ideal"
man, "real" man and "self."

Results of correlation analysis indicated

that both Baptist and Catholic seminarians demonstrated very similar
perceptions on the five attitude measures under investigation at the
beginning of their seminary training.

Furthermore, change in these

attitudes did not occur among these populations as a result of years of
seminary study and experience.

It appeared that significant women

(such as mothers) may have been strong models for these young men in
determining their perceptions of both themselves and the "ideal" man.
Generally, these attitudes seemed to remain constant and independent
of marital status as a variable in affecting their perceptions.
Analysis of variance yielded significant difference between beginning
and ending seminarians' perception of the "ideal" man with beginning
seminarians perceiving the "ideal" man in a more masculine way.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade the traditional role of women in American
society, and indeed in all Western cultures, has been in a great state
of flux.

The feminist attitude, defined largely by the Equal Rights

Amendment, was a catalyst in initiating a reevaluation of traditional
attitudes, perceptions, and sex-role behaviors of women.
This very effective though highly controversial endeavor gener
ated considerable interest and research in psychology and sociology.
A review of this literature revealed interesting findings concerning
traditional sex-role behaviors considered desirable for women and the
evolution of these standards within the past few years.
Defining Sex-role Standards
Sex-role standards were defined as the sum total of socially
designated behaviors that distinguished men and women.

These standards

varied within and among cultures. A brief look at two definitions of
sex-role systems described below may provide a broader perspective for
contemplating the possible constructs operable in American society.
One approach defined three possible sex-role systems— the
patriarchal, complementary, and equal (Linner1, 1971).

In the patri

archal system, there was a recognized leader and decision-maker in the
family.

The complementary system recognized differences in allocation

of responsibility within the family structure.

1

The equal system,
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exemplified in Sweden, espoused complete equality between men and women
at all levels of responsibility and decision-making.

This included

equal economic and child care responsibility as well as equivalent
opportunities for enhanced living potential.
Another approach to studying sex-roles utilized anthropological,
psychological and sociological constructs (Gordon, 1966).

These were

defined by the relative positions of individuals within the culture
(anthropological), individual behaviors reflecting unique abilities and
personalities (psychological), and interpersonal relationships involving
group interaction (sociological).
The above definitions were necessarily broad and vaguely defined
and were to some degree ambiguous.

This ambiguity may have been

appropriate since there appeared to be considerable lack of agreement
concerning the most effective structure for defining women's roles in
American society (Angrist, 1969).
That sex-role stereotypes, or differing sex-role standards for
men and women, existed in American society could scarcely be refuted,
however.

Evidence in support of these concepts was abundant in the

literature (Anastasi & Foley, 1949; Fernberger, 1948; Komarovsky, 1950;
Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman & Broverman, 1968; Seward & Larson,
1968).

While considerable research was done concerning the prevailing

attitudes toward women among men in a college population, research
investigating men's attitudes toward women and men among such conserva
tive groups as religious leaders in various denominations was quite
limited.

3

Women and Religion
A historical perspective
Considering the profound effect religious teaching usually has on
the lives of its adherents, the brief historical review of ecclesiastical
concepts presented below which pertain to women seemed relevant.
Hebrew teachings, evidenced in the Jewish religion, reflected the
patriarchal society in which women had no direct voice or position in
the religious community.

Social customs described particularly in the

Old Testament of the Bible typified a belief in the basic inferiority
of women (MacDonald, 1931).

For example, in the Levirate custom, a

woman could be considered inherited property.

Scripture also alluded

to the naturally feminine conditions of pregnancy and menstruation as
denoting impurity and uncleanness.
Jesus held a high opinion of women, stressing spiritual equality
among all in the community of the Church.

Therefore, Christian

teachings regarding women should have reflected these differences from
Hebrew doctrine.

However, concern about extreme departure from contem

porary social norms and fear of ridicule led such writers as Paul to
turn to the Old Testament and preach that woman was made from and for
man rather than having equal status with him.
A notion far more detrimental in the ancient cultures was the
concept of woman as evil and as a threat to pure living (Daly, 1968;
Hays, 1964).

In the Roman empire, the concept of Gnosticism prevailed,

which stressed that matter and bodily appetites were evil, while things
of the spirit were good.

This philosophy emphasized a rigid ascetism,

and women were perceived a threat to this belief system (Balsdon, 1960).
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Such an attitude found no basis in the writings of Jesus or Paul,
who stressed that the material world was a gift from God, and therefore
good.

Yet Christian teachings also emphasized that to be a complete

follower of Christ, one might be better able to devote himself com
pletely to God's work without the restrictions posed by a wife and
children.

One who practiced celibacy, therefore, practiced the highest

form of Christianity.
The coexistence of the Gnostic notion and the celibate attitude
led to an altered sense of sin in which sin was equated with sexual
transgression and woman was seen by some as an object of evil and a
temptation to sanctified living (Balsdon, 1960).
The Zeitgeist in the late Middle Ages resulted in a belief in
witches (women) and warlocks (men who owned property) as being poten
tial sorcerers who possessed evil powers.

At this time Pope Innocent

VIII issued a papal bull commissioning Kraemer and Spraenger, two
Dominican monks, to write the Malleus Maleficarum.

The purpose of this

extensive essay was to defend the existence of witches and warlocks
and to assist the clergy in ways of identifying, capturing, and pun
ishing these "evildoers,"

This ultimately led to the Inquisition which

held full sanction of church and state.

Its leaders were celibate

clerics who saw women as a threat and had been taught that women were
of low worth and basically evil (Russell, 1972).
The bases for traditional theological reasons for excluding ordi
nation of women in ministries found their roots in the aforementioned
discussion.

These included beliefs that through woman sin entered the

world, that woman was created second, that woman was not made in the
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image of God, and that menstruation made woman impure (Kllng, 1976).
some religions women did not hold full membership in the church.

In

In no

case could the teachings of Jesus be called on as witness to these
convictions.
Much literature was published concerning traditional roles of
women in various religious denominations (Fleck, 1974; Luskey, 1974;
Morris, 1973; Murphy, 1973; Ruether, 1971).

The first woman was

ordained into the ministry of the Methodist Church of America in 1964.
Ordination of women in Episcopal Churches, that religion closest in
doctrine to Catholicism, occurred only after much dispute.

The first

woman was ordained into the Episcopal priesthood on Jan. 2, 1977,
largely due to the efforts of the National Coalition for Women's
Ordination (New York Times, 77,21).

As a result of this decision, the

Polish National Catholic Church severed the sacramental relations once
held with the Episcopal church, and other Catholic groups followed
suit with similar action (New York Times, 11-30-76, 18).
Role of women in the Roman Catholic Church
The role of women in the Roman Catholic Church received consid
erable attention in the last five years (Galot, 1973; Henning, 1974;
Meer, 1973).

This attention came at a time when the numbers of Catholic

laity increased while the population of seminarians, nuns, and priests
continued to diminish (New York Times, 5-23-76, 3-4).

While there was

more church involvement of women in administrative areas requiring
policy planning and decision-making (Ohanneson, 1974), women were still
precluded from higher positions such as those of deacon, priest, or
bishop.

There were those who espoused that the strength of the Catholic
church in the United States was due primarily to expertise and diligence
of nuns rather than of the hierarchy, clergy, or laity, and that those
sisters who left their vocation did so primarily because they were
frustrated by limitations to subordinate positions within the church
(Here, 1977).
Research indicated that attitudes toward appropriate roles of
women in the religious life were quite diverse.
In 1974, a poll was taken among U.S. Catholic laity, both con
servative and liberal, to assess their opinions on such issues as
maintenance of priestly celibacy, pious submissiveness to church
authority, and ordination of women.

While tremendous differences were

found between the two groups, the idea of ordination of women was
almost universally rejected by both liberals and conservatives.
A number of studies were designed to measure liberal and conserva
tive attitudes among clergy of religious denominations.

These studies

revealed the diverse attitudes and personal philosophies which
prevailed among Catholic clergy (Musetto, 1974), as well as within the
ministry of various Protestant denominations (Truchses, 1971).
Current status on the issue of women *s ordination.

In the past

three years a movement which supported the ordination of women along
with a number of other social reform measures gained momentum.

So

effective was this trend that, in a "Call to Action" conference held on
October, 1976, by Catholic clergy and laity representing over 150
dioceses, a resolution was adopted supporting the ordination of women
into the priesthood (New York Times, 10-25-76, 26-2).
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While most of the effort toward this end occurred in the United
States, outspoken Swiss theologian Hans Kting challenged theological
reasons for refusing ordination of women as being completely unfounded
in the teachings of Christ (Kfing, 1976).
In January, 1977, in the wake of the Episcopal ordination of the
first woman priest, his Holiness Pope Paul VI approved a declaration
issued by the Vatican which restated the prohibition on women's ordina
tion (New York Times, 1-28-77, A:8).

This statement cited tradition

and continued fidelity

to

God's plan for His Church

as being two rea

sons for the decision.

A

third reasonwas that the

person who assumed

Christ's role in the eucharist must bear a "natural resemblance" to
him.

Since Christ was a man, it would be difficult to see a woman in

His image.
Although American Catholic and Vatican spokesmen affirmed that
this issue was now closed, proponents for women's ordination seemed as
firmly convinced that further study and a long deliberating process was
ahead.

One reason for this was the fact that, although the statement

was heavily influenced

by

the personalopinions (as described above)

and the final decision

of

the Pope, hedid not sign it, thus issuing the

statement as a "formal declaration" rather than as an official Papal
document (New York Times, 1-28-77, A:8).
The issue of priestly celibacy.

The utility and desirability of

the requirement of celibacy in the Catholic Church was also a topic

of

vigorous debate in recent years (Coleman, 1973; Donnelly, 1974; Fuchs,
1973; Raquin, 1973; Ruether, 1973; Torello, 1973; Walls, 1973).
According to The Basic Plan for Priestly Formation (1970) the seminarian
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was expected to "avoid individual relationships, particularly any of
a solitary and protracted nature, with people of the opposite sex."
Additionally, supportive, sharing relationships typically seen between
members of the opposite sex were encouraged among young seminarians.
Indeed, evidence indicated that the single most important factor in
creasing commitment to the vocational life was peer influence rather
than any kind of spiritual force and, conversely, the primary reason
decommitted men withdrew from the priesthood was their desire to
relate to women (Olen, 1974).
It may be reasonable to hypothesize, therefore, that young men
who chose a life of celibacy may have possessed attitudes and percep
tions of women different from those of other male members of society.
This may have been a function of lack of exposure to women in close
interpersonal relationships with the possible exception of mother or
sisters.

Their perceptions of women may also have been influenced by

the idealized concept of womanhood espoused in the Church as depicted
by devotion to Mary, the Mother of Jesus.
A study of the sexual values of male and female Catholic college
students revealed that knowledge of human sexuality was singularly
lacking among all subjects as compared to the general college popula
tion (Lane, 1974).
Another possible hypothesis was that the priesthood provided
socially acceptable means through which a young man could avoid
threatening sexual relationships with women and enjoy closer associa
tions with men.

Although research suggested that men and women no

longer considered the religious order a possible haven from social
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conflicts (Maddi & Rulla, 1976), there may have been more subtle per
sonal factors involved in their choice of this way of life.

However,

Pettigrew (1974), who utilized TAT cards as the measuring instrument,
found that Catholic seminarians made significantly more heterosexual
responses concerning women.

They indicated a warmer, more positive,

empathetic attitude toward women than was described by a control group.
Bergeron (1975) used a bipolar stereotyped questionnaire and
found that first year Catholic seminarians held very different percep
tions of the "ideal" (how women "should be") and "real" (how women
"are") woman as compared to perceptions of Catholic seminarians in their
final year or first and last year Baptist seminarian and graduate groups
utilized in the study.

Therefore, the question of seminary effect is

important.
Role of women in the Southern Baptist Church
The organization of the Southern Baptist Conference and Churches
has differed from that of the Roman Catholic Church.

While the latter

was based upon a hierarchial structure with the Vatican serving as
authoritative Haad of the Church, each Southern Baptist church has- func
tioned as an autonomous governing structure.

As such, all policies of

an administrative and ecclesiastical nature have been made by the
presbyterate and congregation of each individual church.

Therefore, it

would appear that ordination of women within these Baptist churches
should have been a more readily attainable phenomenon.
A look at the role women have played in the Southern Baptist
Churches, however, indicated that they generally maintained a second
class status (Anders, 1975; Langley, 1977).

Although women were in the
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statistical majority in the SBC (Southern Baptist Convention), they
represented a weak voting segment of the messengers to the convention
and were in obvious minority in local church decision-making positions.
They were poorly represented on Baptist college faculties and in
seminary programs.

In fact, not even the Southern Baptist women's

colleges had women presidents.

Like the Catholic church, Baptist

women seemed to have greater difficulty in receiving equal funding for
study for advanced degrees within religious life.

Women were not seen

as pastors within local churches and have decreased in the ranks of
professional staff members.

Baptist women have left church staff posi

tions because they received less pay, fewer fringe benefits, and less
clerical staff than their male counterparts.

There were very few

women appointed to executive or top-level management positions within
the church, and their increase in membership on boards and committees
was very slight (Anders, 1975).
In the entire history of the SBC, only nineteen women have been
ordained as ministers.

The most recent ordination, that of Susan

Sprague in Houston, Texas, was fraught with conflict between vehement
resistors and supporters.

As may be expected from previously cited

studies, some of the most vocal opponents were women in the church
membership.
The rationale for the particular status of women within the Baptist
church was based upon the following issues.

There was question as to

whether men particularly but congregations in general would follow the
leadership of a woman.

Other concerns related to whether or not the

feminine character was suited to the pastoral life and to the notion that
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most women truly wanted to retain their standing as it had been through
the years.

Other concerns reflected that voiced by the Catholic Church

which pointed out that there were no women apostles, that the writings
of Paul opposed women speaking in the church, and that it was God's
intent that men retain key positions within the church.
Indeed equality of roles has seemed more a secular than a reli
gious movement at this time.

Despite Jesus' teachings on the equality

of all persons and His social treatment of women as peers, religious
organizations have seemed less prone to practice these teachings.
Within the Baptist community, progress toward equal treatment and
opportunity for women within the local churches seem indicated before
the denomination as a whole would probably support women in all seg
ments of religious life.

Statement of Purpose of This Research
A review of the literature on men's and women's attitudes toward
I

women suggested the influence of these attitudes in determining sexrole standards.

An interplay of socio-cultural and psychological

processes developed partially through the impact of religious teachings
seemed to give rise to these standards, which in turn influenced
behavior.
Prevailing attitudes of university students and other broad seg
ments of the population toward women have been studied with relative
thoroughness.

Lacking in the literature, however, was research

designed to study seminarians' perceptions of women, men, and them
selves.

Understanding attitudes of these men preparing for the
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religious life seemed particularly relevant since they would be the
dominant voices concerning the future roles of women in the ministry.
Additionally, religious teachings have played a major role in influ
encing attitudes, thereby shaping various aspects of the lives of its
adherents.

Of further interest was how the years these young men spent

in the seminary may have in some way affected their perceptions of
women.
Bergeron (1975) compared attitudes of Baptist and Catholic semi
narians toward women held at the beginning and ending of their
seminary training to a graduate student sample at a comparable level
in their professional training.

Of interest was the finding that

beginning Catholic seminarians seemed to perceive women in far more
stereotypically masculine ways then did Catholic seminarians completing
their training or beginning and ending Baptist and graduate subgroups.
There was no significant difference between the abovementioned five sub
groups and their perception of the "ideal" (as she should be) and "real"
(as she is) woman.

Also, of the Baptist and Catholic seminarians and

graduate comparison groups,- the Baptist seminarians indicated the
least difference between their perception of how women actually are and
their perceptions of the "ideal" woman.
The purpose of this research was to investigate and compare
Baptist and Catholic seminarians' attitudes toward women, the "ideal"
woman (as she should be) and the "real" woman (as she is), their atti
tudes toward men, the "ideal" man (as he should be) and the "real" man
(as he is), and their attitudes toward "self" (as I am).

Additionally,

the possible influence of years spent in seminary training on these
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attitudes among Baptist and Catholic seminarians was studied.
To achieve this purpose, this research was designed to compare
Baptist and Catholic seminarians at two levels of training.

Subjects

from the 1st year (beginning) and 3rd and 4th year (ending) levels were
asked to participate in this research.

They were requested to describe

their perceptions of the "ideal" woman (a woman as she should be), the
"real" woman (a woman as she is), the "ideal" man (a man as he should
be), the "real" man (a man as he is), and attitude toward "self" (as I
• am).

This was done through the use of a bipolar Stereotype Question

naire previously standardized by Broverman and Broverman.

A demo

graphic data sheet was also administered to each participant to assist
in more comprehensive data analysis.

Instrument
A modification of the Stereotype Questionnaire developed by
Broverman, et al., 1970,* was used in this study.

Five Stereotype

Questionnaires consisting of 20 randomly selected bipolar items on a

Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman, and Broverman (1968) tested
stereotypic traits as to being conceptually male, female or non
differentiating. This work was utilized in producing the test instru
ment, a 5 -point Likert scale ranging, from very feminine to least
feminine. Twenty of the forty-one items of the original instrument were
randomly selected and utilized in developing the modification of the
Stereotype Questionnaire. Broverman, et al., established that a 75% or
better criterion was required for each item to be considered a stereo
typic measure of masculinity-femininity. Thus, the instrument developed
had good internal consistency. In the use of the above traits some of
the masculinity stereotypic traits were used and it was assumed that
the least masculine response to a masculine stereotypic trait (such as
aggressiveness) was analogous and ordinarily equivalent to a most
feminine response to a feminine stereotypic trait.
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continuum of value from femininity to masculinity were administered to
the subjects.

The items were designed to describe with an adjective or

a short phrase a particular characteristic or behavior trait.
individual items were placed on a five-point Likert scale.

The

Each of the

five questionnaires were identical with the exception of the phrase
used to introduce the items such that each questionnaire measured a
different perception.

The questionnaires were utilized to assess the

degree to which each trait was possessed by the "ideal" woman (Women
should be), "real" woman (Women are), "ideal" man (Men should be),
"real" man (Men are), and "self" (I am), respectively.
A sample item from the questionnaire measuring perception of the
"ideal" woman is as follows;
1.

Women should be;
Not at all aggressive

1

2

3

4

5

Very aggressive

A brief data sheet requesting specific information about each
subject was also administered to assist in more comprehensive data
analysis.
Each of the subjects in the subgroups were administered a packet
consisting of an introductory page, five questionnaires with the
accompanying directions and a data sheet.

The questionnaires were

arranged in a rotating order such that one-fifth of the subjects
received a packet with "The 'Ideal' Woman" questionnaire first, onefifth received packets with "The 'Real' Woman" questionnaire first and
so forth with the arrangement of the questionnaires consistent in the
order of "The 'Ideal' Woman," "The 'Real' Woman," "The 'Ideal' Man,"
"The 'Real' Man," and "Self."
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The introductory page of each packet served the purpose of deter
mining the year of seminary study, introducing the research, requesting
subject's assistance, and assuring them of the voluntary nature of the
research.

The Baptist and Catholic seminarian groups received packets

containing identical information.

A sample packet was included in

the Appendix for reference.
O

Hypotheses*Ho^

There is no difference between Catholic seminarians and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of
how women "should be."

H02

There is no difference between Catholic seminarians and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of
• how women "are."

Hog

There is no difference between Catholic seminarians and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of
how men "should be."

Ho^

There is no difference between Catholic seminarians and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of
how men "are."

Hog

There is no difference between Catholic seminarians and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of
how they are, "self."

2
The following hypotheses refer to statistical differences in the
description of the hypotheses.
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Hog

There is no difference between beginning and final year
seminarians with respect to their perception of how women
"should be."

H07

There is no difference between beginning and final year
seminarians with respect to their perception of how women
"are."

Hog

There is no difference between beginning and final year
seminarians with respect to their perception of how men
"should be."

Hog

There is no difference between beginning and final year
seminarians with respect to their perception of how men
"are."

H o ^q There is no difference between beginning and final year
seminarians with respect to their perception of how they
are, "self."
H o ^ There is no difference between beginning Catholic semi
narians and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to
their perception of how women "should be."
Ho^2 There is no difference between beginning Catholic seminar
ians and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to their
perception of how women "are."
H o j j There is no difference between beginning Catholic seminar
ians and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to their
perception of how men "should be."
H014 There is no difference between beginning Catholic seminar
ians and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to their
perception of how men "are."
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There is no difference between beginning Catholic seminar
ians and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to their
perception of how they are, "self."
Ho^g There is no difference between beginning Baptist seminar
ians and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their
perception of how women "should be."
H o j j There is no difference between beginning Baptist seminar
ians and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their
perception of how women "are."
Ho^g There is no difference between beginning Baptist seminarians
and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their percep
tion of how men "should be."
Ho^g There is no difference between beginning Baptist seminarians
and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their percep
tion of how men "are."
HOgQ There is no difference between beginning Baptist seminarians
and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their percep
tion of how they are, "self."

CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects
Catholic and Baptist seminarians were utilized in this study.
Subjects were drawn from major Catholic and Baptist seminaries in the
South.

All subjects were college graduates pursuing graduate level

education in preparation for their respective theological careers.
Each of the two groups were further subdivided into a beginning sub
group (1st year) and an ending subgroup (3rd year and beyond).
The term "group" was used to refer to either of the two groups
of Catholic seminarians or Baptist seminarians.

The term "subgroup"

was used to refer to each of the four smaller sets formed by the divi
sion of each group into two parts, i.e., beginning and ending Catholic
seminarians and beginning and ending Baptist seminarians.

Procedure
The instructions accompanying the questionnaire referring to the
"ideal" woman were as follows:
ideal, perfect woman.

"Think of what you consider to be the

With this in mind, look at each of the 20 items

on the following questionnaire and circle the single number on the scale
of each item which most closely corresponds to your opinion of the
degree to which an "ideal" woman would possess this trait.

Please be

sure to think in terms of how you think women should be as you circle
your responses."
18
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The Instructions accompanying the questionnaire entitled "Women
Are" were as follows:

"Think of how women seem to you, considering

what they are really like.

With that in mind, look at each of the 20

items on the questionnaire and circle the single number on the scale
of each item which most closely corresponds to your opinion of the
degree to which a woman actually possesses this trait.

Please be sure

to think in terms of how women really are as you circle your responses."
The instructions accompanying the questionnaire entitled "The
'Ideal' Man" and "Men Are" were identical to the above instructions
accompanying the appropriate questionnaire for women with the exception
of use of the correct gender term.
The instructions accompanying the questionnaire entitled "Self"
were as follows:

"Think of how you see yourself, considering what you

are really like.

With that in mind, look at each of the 20 items on

the questionnaire and circle the single number on the scale of each
item which most closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to
which you actually possess this trait.
In order to control for experimenter effect, the experimenter was
not seen by the subjects.

Packets were distributed and collected upon

completion by the instructors of each subgroup with a brief introduc
tion from instructors concerning the nature of the research.
A 100% return rate was obtained with distribution of these ques
tionnaires .
Data Analysis
Each of the instruments employed in this research was analyzed
utilizing a correlation coefficient and an analysis of variance proce
dure to test hypotheses one through twenty.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Correlations
Before examining the hypotheses presented earlier, this first
analysis section presents correlations among the five masculinityfemininity perception scales.

Results of correlation analysis for the

total sample and the Catholic and Baptist groups and beginning and
ending subgroups are presented between the five measures of masculinityfemininity, including the "ideal" woman (T^), "real" woman (T2 ), the
"ideal" man (T^), "real" man (T^) and "self" (T,.).
Examining correlation coefficients (Table 1) for the total sample
revealed significant relationships in several areas.

A trend toward

significance was evidenced in examining the correlation between
responses to the "ideal" woman and "real" woman scale (r=.195, p^.059).
As indicated in Table 2, a significant relationship between the "ideal"
woman and "real" woman measures was also seen when investigating
responses of Baptist seminarians (r®.255, p(.040).

In addition, Table

3 reflected a significant correlation between the two scales for the
subgroups of beginning seminarians (r«®.319, p ^.033) regardless of
religious affiliation.

A significant relationship between the "ideal"

and "real" woman scales was not observed for the Catholic group (r=.037)
or ending seminarian (r=-.011) subgroups.
As might be expected, an inverse relationship was evidenced when
20
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Table 1.

Intercorrelations Among the Five Perception Scales for the
Total Sample of Baptist and Catholic Seminarians:
T*l ("Ideal" woman), T2 ("Real" woman), T3 ("Ideal" man),
T4 ("Real" man), T5 ("Self")

Variables

T1

*1

~

T2
T3

•

t2

.195

—

.221*

.209*

T4

-.183

-.318*

T5

-.029

.041

Table 2.

t4

t5

*p < .05

—
.142

—

.322*

.451

--

Intercorrelations Among the Five Perception Scales for
Baptist Subjects: T^ ("Ideal" woman), T2 ("Real" woman),
T3 ("Ideal" man), T4 ("Real" man), T5 ("Self")

Variables

Ti

T1

—

T2

.255*

—

,428**

.184

T3

T3

T4

-.212

T5

.056

T2

T
3

T
4

—

-.336*

.120

-.070

.215

.146

T
5

*P <.05
**p ^.001
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Table 3.

Intercorrelations Among the Five Perception Scales for all
Beginning Seminarians:
("Ideal" woman), T2 ("Real"
woman), T3 ("Ideal" man), T4 ("Real" man), T5 ("Self")

Variables

T1

t2

Ti

-

*2

.319*

—

.288

.326*

T3
T4
*3

-.320*

-.343*

-.064

-.141

t3

T4

T5

—
-.035
.442*

—
.226

--

*p<.05
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examining overall responses between the "real" woman and "real" man
scales (r=.318, p <.002), Table 1.

This inverse relationship, also

found in Table 2, occurred when comparing the "real" woman and "real"
man responses among the Baptist seminarians (r**-.336, p <.006).

Addi

tionally, the beginning (1st year) seminarian subgroups (r**-,343, p <
.021), as did the ending seminarian subgroups (r**-.306, p<.031), Table
3, Table 4, respectively, also demonstrated this significant relation
ship.

For the Catholic group, this correlation was nonsignificant.

As indicated in Table 1, for the total sample, a significant positive
correlation was found when investigating the relationship between the
"ideal" woman and "ideal" man (r=.221, p <.031).

Likewise, this same

positive correlation was seen when examining correlations for Baptist
seminarians (r=.428, p<.000), Table 2.

Furthermore, Table 3 demon

strated that for the subgroups of beginning seminarians, including
both Catholics and Baptists, a trend toward a significant relationship
between the "ideal" woman and the "ideal" man was discovered (r».288,
p <,.055).

For the remaining subgroups, the correlations were nonsig

nificant .
Further study of Table 1 which reported relationships for the
total sample revealed a significant positive correlation between the
"real" woman and "ideal" man perception scales (r=,209, p <.042).

Also

seen here was a strong overall positive relationship between the "ideal"
man and "self" scales (r«*.322, p<.002).

The subgroups of beginning

Catholic and Baptist seminarians also demonstrated a significant rela
tionship between the "real" woman and "ideal" man scales (r».326, p ^
.029), Table 3.

The remaining correlations between "real" woman and
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Table 4.

Variables
Ti
T2
T3
T4
t5

Intercorrelations Among the Five Perception Scales for
Catholic Seminarians: Ti ("Ideal" woman), T2 ("Real"
woman), T3 ("Ideal" man), T4 ("Real" man), T5 ("Self")

T1

T2

t3

t4

T5

.037

—

-.206

.315

-.131

-.286

-.162

.278

.223
.566**

-.139

—

**p (.001
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"ideal1' man were nonsignificant.
Beside the overall correlation reported above between the "ideal"
man and "self" measures, Table 4 revealed a strong positive correlation
between these two scales for Catholic seminarians (r**.566, p<.001).
This relationship was also found in Table 3 between the beginning sub
groups of Catholic and Baptist seminarians (r«.442, p^.002).

For the

Baptist group and the final year Baptist and Catholic subgroups, the
correlations were nonsignificant.
When investigating the beginning seminarians1 responses in Table
3, an inverse relationship was seen between the "ideal" woman and
"real" man scales (r<=-.320, p^.032).

For the total sample and the

other groups and subgroups, this correlation was nonsignificant.
Lastly, Table 5 yielded the following relationships:

(1) the subgroup

of final year Catholic and Baptist seminarians demonstrated a signifi
cant relationship between the "real" woman and "self" scales (r=,292,
p 4.040), and (2 ) this subgroup of ending seminarians also revealed a
correlation between the "ideal" and "real" man scales (r*»,338, p ^.016).
All other correlations were not significant.

Tests of Specific Hypotheses
The first five hypotheses concerned differences between Catholic
and Baptist seminarians with respect to the five masculinityfamininity scales.

The first hypothesis posited no difference between

Catholic and Baptist seminarians with respect to how women "should be"
(Ideal woman). When examining the analysis of variance presented in
Table 6 , a significant difference between the two groups was not
observed (p <..778).

The estimated means for the two groups of
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Table 5.

Intercorrelations Among the Five Perception Scales for
All Ending Seminarians: Ti ("Ideal" woman), T2 ("Real"
woman), T3 ("Ideal" man), T4 ("Real" man), T5 ("Self")

Ti

Variables

t3

*2

-.018

T3

.076

T4

-.008

-.306*

.036

.292*

T5

—

.016

—

.338*
.200

--

-.160

ANOV for Perceptions of Ideal Woman by All Groups

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

3

83.490

27.830

Error

91

4505.310

49.509

Corrected
Total

94

4588.800

Source

d.f.

Treatment

*p <.05

—

T2

Source

T5

--

T1

Table 6 .

T4

Sequential S.S.

.

F

P>F

0.562

0.646

F value

P> F

Semtype

1

3.946

0.080

0.778

Year

1

27.472

0.555

0.458

Semtype*
Year

1

52.073

1.052

0.308
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seminarians (Table 7)

were remarkably similar.

The mean score £or

Catholics was 58.100 and for Baptists was 58.539.
No difference between Catholic and Baptist seminarians with
respect to how women "are" (Real woman) was the second hypothesis.

The

analysis of variance in Table 8 revealed no significant difference
between the two groups (p{.766).

The estimated means for the two

groups (Table 9) were again quite similar with a mean score for Catho
lics of 53.867 and for Baptists of 54.339.
The third hypothesis stated no difference between Catholic and
Baptist seminarians with respect to their perception of how men "should
be" (Ideal man).

Examination of the analysis of variance presented in

Table 10 revealed no significant difference between the two groups
(p ^.250).

Estimated means for the two groups of seminarians (Table

11) were, again, very close with a mean score for Catholics of 65.833
and for Baptists of 64.062.
Hypothesis four stated that there was no difference between
Catholic and Baptist seminarians with respect to their perceptions of
how men "are" (Real man).

The analysis of variance (Table 12) revealed

no significant difference between the two groups (p {.560).

Again,

estimated means for the two groups of seminarians (Table 13) were quite
similar with a mean score for Catholics of 67.600 and a mean score for
Baptists of 68.569.
A hypothesis of no difference between Catholic and Baptist semi
narians with respect as to how they perceive their "self" was stated.
Results of the analysis of variance presented in Table 14 indicated no
significant difference between the groups (p{.365).

Estimated means
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Table 7.

Means of All Groups for Perception of Ideal Woman

N=

X
Catholic

58.100

30

Baptist

58.539

65

Beginning Seminarians

58.978

45

Final Seminarians

57.880

50

Beginning Catholic

57.461

13

Final Year Catholic

58.588

17

Beginning Baptist

59.594

32

Final Year Baptist

57.515
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Table 8 .

Source

ANOV for Perceptions of the Real Woman by All Groups

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

3

27.930

9.310

Error

91

4650.659

51.106

Corrected
Total

94

4678.589

Source

d.f.

Treatment

Sequential S.S.

F

P> F

0.182

0.908

F value

P>F

Semtype

1

4. 569

0.089

0.766

Year

1

2 2.214

0.435

0.511

Semtype*
Year

1

1 148

.

0.022

0.881
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Table 9.

Means of All Groups for Perception of the Real Woman
N«

X
Catholic

53.867

30

Baptist

54.339

65

Beginning Seminarians

54.711

45

Final Seminarians

53.720

50

Beginning Catholic

54.231

13

Final Year Catholic

53.588

17

Beginning Baptist

54.906

32

Final Year Baptist

53.788
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Table 10.
Source
Treatment

ANOV for Perceptions of Ideal Man by All Groups * p < . 0 5
d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

3

310.395

103.465

Error

91

4381.963

48.153

Corrected
Total

94

4692.358

Source

d.f.

Sequential S.S.

Semtype

1

Year
Semtype*
Year

F
2.149

P> F
0.098

F value

P> F

64.437

1.338

0.250

1

245.885

5.106

0.026*

1

0.072

0.001

0.969

30

Table 11.

Means of All Groups for Perception of Ideal Man

X

N=

Catholic

65.833

30

Baptist

64.062

65

Beginning Seminarians

66.267

45

Final Seminarians

63.140

50

Beginning Catholic

67.615

13

Final Year Catholic

64.471

17

Beginning Baptist

65.719

32

Final Year Baptist

62.455
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Table 12.
Source
Treatment

ANOV for Perceptions of the Real Man by All Groups
d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F

3

50.888

16.963

Error

91

5129.533

56.368

Corrected
Total

94

5180.421

Source

d.f.

Semtype

1

19.283

0.342

0.560

Year

1

28.595

0.507

0.478

Semtype*
Year

1

3.011

0.053

0.818

Sequential S.S •

0.301

P> F

F value

0.823

P> F
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Table 13.

Means of All Groups for Perception of the Real Man
X

N»

Catholic

67.600

30

Baptist

68.569

65

Beginning Seminarians

68.867

45

Final Seminarians

67.720

Beginning Catholic

67.923

13

Final Year Catholic

67.353

17

Beginning Baptist

69.250

32

Final Year Baptist

67.909

33

Table 14.

Source

ANOV for Perceptions of Self by All Groups

d.f.

S.S.

3

53.379

17.793

Error

91

3500.157

38.463

Corrected
Total

94

3553.537

Source

d.f.

Semtype

1

Year
Semtype*
Year

Treatment

50

•

M.S.

F

P> F

0.463

0.713

F value

P>F

31.875

0.829

0.365

1

9.373

0.244

0.627

1

12.131

0.315

0.576

Sequential S.S.
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for the two groups of seminarians were again very similar.

Mean score

for the Catholic seminarians as seen in Table 15 was 58.600, slightly
less than the mean score for the Baptist seminarians which was 59.846.
In summary, significant differences between Baptist and Catholic
seminarians were not found for any of the five perception scales
measuring masculinity-femininity.

Contrary to what might have been

expected, differences were not observed and, in fact, mean scores were
strikingly similar.
The next five hypotheses concerned the beginning and ending
seminarians with respect to the five perception scales.
The sixth null hypothesis stated that there was no difference
between the beginning and final year seminarians with respect to their
perception of how women "should be" (Ideal woman).
found between these groups (p

{.458)

Mo difference was

as presented in Table 6 .

Esti

mated means for the two groups of seminarians (Table 7) were extremely
close with a mean score for beginning seminarians of 58.978 and a mean
score for final year seminarians of 57.880.
The seventh null hypothesis posited no difference between first
and final year seminarians with respect to how women "are" (Real
woman).

Table 8 revealed that a significant difference between the two

groups was not found (p^.511).

Table 9 reported estimated means for

the two groups as very similar with a mean score for beginning semi
narians of 54.711 and for final year seminarians of 53.720.
Hypothesis eight stated that there was no difference between
beginning and ending seminarians with respect to how men "should be"
(Ideal man).

Examining the analysis of variance presented in Table 10
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Table 15.

Means of All Groups for Perception of Self

X

N«

Catholic

58.600

30

Baptist

59.846

65

Beginning Seminarians

59.156

45

Final Seminarians

59.720

50

Beginning Catholic

58.846

13

Final Year Catholic

58.412

17

Beginning Baptist

59.281

32

Final Year Baptist

60.394

33
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revealed a significant difference (p

026) between the first and final

year seminarians with estimated mean scores being correspondingly dif
ferent.

Beginning seminarian mean score was 66.267 and final year

seminarian mean score was 63.140 as indicated in Table 11.
In the ninth hypothesis, no difference was found between begin
ning and ending seminarians concerning their perceptions of how men
"are" (Real man).

The analysis of variance in Table 12 revealed no

significant difference between the two groups (p <.478).
means for the two groups (Table 13) were as follows:

The estimated

the mean score

for beginning seminarians was 68.867, slightly higher than the mean
score for final year seminarians which was 67.720.
The tenth hypothesis stated that no difference existed between
first and final year Catholic and Baptist seminarians in their percep
tion of "self."

The analysis of variance presented in Table 14 failed

to uncover a significant difference between the two groups (p (,.627).
Estimated mean scores (Table 15) were extremely similar with a mean
score for Catholics of 59.156 and for Baptist seminarians of 59.720.
To summarize, for perceptions of the ideal male, a significant
difference was observed between beginning and final year seminarians.
Beginning seminarians perceived the ideal male as being significantly
more masculine than did final year or ending seminarians.
remaining hypotheses in this section were not supported.

The four
The mean

perception scores for these non-significant hypotheses were remarkably
similar.
The final hypotheses concerned subgroup specific differences.
Hypotheses 11-15 related specifically to Catholic seminarians while
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hypotheses 16-20 referred to Baptist seminarians.
Hypotheses eleven stated that there was no difference between
beginning and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to how women
"should be" (Ideal woman).

Study of the analysis of variance in Table

16 revealed no significant difference between the two groups (p<.691).
As shown in Table 7, beginning Catholic seminarians had an estimated
mean of 57.461 while ending Catholic seminarians had a mean of 58.588.
The twelfth hypothesis posited no difference between beginning
and ending Catholic seminarians with respect to how women "are"' (Real
woman).

Examining the analysis of variance shown in Table 17, a

significant difference between the two groups was not observed (p^.767).
Estimated mean scores for the beginning and ending seminarian groups
(Table 9) were 54.231 and 53.588 respectively.
No difference between beginning and ending Catholic seminarians
in their perception of how men "should be" (Ideal man) was stated in
the thirteenth hypothesis.

Examination of the analysis of variance

presented in Table 18 revealed no significant difference between the two
groups (p <.207).

Estimated mean scores for the beginning seminarian

was 67.615, slightly larger than for the ending seminarian group which
had a mean of 64.471 (Table 11).
Hypothesis fourteen posited no significant difference between
beginning and ending Catholic seminarians with regard to their percep
tion of how men "are" (Real man).

In studying the analysis of variance

presented in Table 19, a significant difference between the two groups,
once again, was not observed (p^.839).

Estimated mean scores for

beginning seminarians (Table 13) was 67.923 while the mean for ending
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Table 16. ANOV for Perception of How Women "Should be" Among Beginning
and Ending Catholic Seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

Prob>F

1

9.352

9.352

0.161

0.691

Error

28

1625.348

58.048

Corrected
Total

29

1634.700

Beginning and
Ending Catholics

Table 17.

ANOV for Perception of the "Real" Woman Among Beginning
and Ending Catholic Seminarians

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

Prob)F

1

3.041

3.041

0.090

0.767

Error

28

948.425

33.872

Corrected
Total

29

951.467

Source

Beginning and
Ending Catholics
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Table 18.

ANOV for Perception of the "Ideal" Man Among Beginning and
Ending Catholic Seminarians

•4

Source

d.f.

Beginning and
1
Ending Catholics

S.S.

M.S.

72.854

72.85

Error

28

1223.312

Corrected
Total

29

1296.167

Table 19.

F value

Prob^ F

1.668

0.207

43.690

ANOV for Perception of the "Real" Man Among Beginning and
Ending Catholic Seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

1

2.395

2.395

0.042

Error

28

1602.805

57.243

Corrected
Total

29

1605.200

Beginning and
Ending Catholics

Prob> F

0.839
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seminarians was 67.353.
The fifteenth hypothesis, with its analysis of variance presented
in Table 20, stated no difference existed between beginning and ending
Catholic seminarians with respect to their perception of "self."

The

analysis of variance again revealed no significant difference between
the two groups (p^.877).

Estimated mean scores, as indicated in Table

15, were remarkably similar with a mean for beginning seminarians of
58.846 and for ending seminarians of 54.412.

To summarize, none of the

hypothesized differences between beginning and ending Catholic semi
narians were found concerning the five perception scales.
As was mentioned earlier, hypotheses 16-20 referred to group
specific differences related to Baptist seminarians only.

Hypothesis

sixteen stated that no significant difference existed between beginning
Baptist seminarians and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to
their perception of how women "should be" (Ideal woman).

Examination

of the analysis of variance presented in Table 21 revealed no signifi
cant difference between the two groups ( p <.220).

As shown in Table 7,

estimated mean score for the beginning seminarians was slightly
larger (59.594) than for ending seminarians (57.515).
The seventeenth hypothesis maintained that there was no differ
ence between beginning and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to
their perception of how women "are" (Real woman).

As shown in Table

2 2 , no significant difference between the two groups was revealed
(p ^.559).

Estimated mean score for Baptist seminarians (Table 9) was

54.906 and for ending seminarians was similar with a mean score of
53.788.
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Table 20.

ANOV for Perception of "Self” Among Beginning and
Ending Catholic Seminarians

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

Prob> F

1

1.390

1.390

0.024

0.877

Error

28

1587.810

56.707

Corrected
Total

29

1589.200

Source
Beginning and
Ending Catholics

Table 21.

ANOV for Perception of How Women "Should be" Among
Beginning and Ending Baptist Seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

1

70.193

70.193

Error

63

2879.961

45.714

Corrected
Total

64

2950.154

Beginning and
Ending Baptists

M.S.

F value

Prob^ !

1.535

0.220
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Table 22.

ANOV for Perception of the "Real" Woman Among Beginning
and Ending Baptist Seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

1

20.320

20.320

0.346

Error

63

3702.234

Corrected
Total

64

Beginning and
Ending Baptists

3722.554

58.766

Prob

0.559

F
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No difference between beginning and ending Baptist seminarians
with respect to their perception of how men "should be" (Ideal man) was
stated in hypothesis eighteen.

Study of the analysis of variance

presented in Table 23, once again, revealed no significant difference
between the two groups (p(.068).

As indicated in Table 11, esti

mated mean score for beginning seminarians was 65.719, slightly larger
than for the ending seminarians who had a mean score of 62.455.
The nineteenth hypothesis maintained that there was no differ
ence between beginning and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to
how men "are" (Real man).

In examining the analysis of variance

presented in Table 24, no significant difference (p ^.423) was found.
Estimated mean score for the beginning Baptist seminarians was 69.250
and for the ending Baptist seminarians was 67.909 (Table 13).
The last hypothesis stated that there was no difference between
beginning and ending Baptist seminarians with respect to their percep
tion of "self."

Studying Table 25, again, revealed no significant

difference between groups (p<.419).

As found in Table 15, estimated

mean scores for the beginning and ending seminarians were 59.281 and
60.394 respectively.
In sum, for the Baptist subgroups, no significant differences
between beginning and ending seminarians was uncovered with respect to
the five masculinity-femininity perception scales.
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Table 23.

ANOV for Perception of How Men "Should be" Among Beginning
and Ending Baptist seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

1

173.103

173.103

Error

63

3158.651

Corrected
Total

64

Beginning and
Ending Baptists

Table 24.

F value

3.453

Prob> F

0.068

50.137

3331.754

ANOV for Perception of the "Real" Man Among Beginning
and Ending Baptist Seminarians

Source

Beginning and
Ending Baptists

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

F value

Profc^F

0.522

0.423

1

29.211

29.211

Error

63

3526.727

55.980

Corrected
Total

64

3555.938
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Table 25.

ANOV for Perception of "Self" Among Beginning and Ending
Baptist Seminarians

Source

d.f.

S.S.

M.S.

1

20.114

20.114

Error

63

1912.348

Corrected
Total

64

Beginning and
Ending Baptists

1932.462

30.355

F value

0.663

Prob^ F

0.419

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION'

The general purpose of this research was to investigate and com
pare Catholic and Baptist seminarians' attitudes toward women,
including the "ideal" woman (as she should be) and the "real" woman
(as she is), their attitudes toward men, including the "ideal" man
(as he should be) and the "real" man (as he is), and their attitudes
toward "self" (as I am).
in this research.

A masculinity-femininity scale was utilized

Of interest were possible effects of years of

seminary training on these five perceptual areas.

To be considered

also was the fact that Catholic seminarians enter the ministry with
the notion of avowed celibacy, while Baptist seminarians had no such
requirements.
This study was designed to compare Catholic and Baptist semi
narians at two levels of training.

Subjects from the let year

(beginning) and 3rd and 4th year (ending) levels were asked to par
ticipate in this research.

They were requested to describe their

perception of the "ideal" woman (a woman as she should be), the "real"
woman (a woman as she is), the "ideal" man (a man as he should be),
the "real" man (a man as he is), and attitude toward "self" (as I am).
This was done utilizing five identical Stereotype Questionnaires which
contained twenty randomly selected bipolar items on a femininitymasculinity continuum.

Items were designed to describe with an
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adjective or a short phrase a specific characteristic or behavior trait.
Each item was placed on a 5 -point Likert scale.
Statistical comparisons between the two seminarian types and the
two levels of training were conducted.

Comparisons were designed to

assess the effect of different religious indoctrinations at two levels
of training as they pertained to perceptions of the "ideal11 and "real"
woman, the "ideal" and "real" man and "self."

Since this project has

no precedent in research, there is no literature to cite in discussion
of this research endeavor.
Study of the correlation coefficients revealed significant rela
tionships among the five measures in several areas.

Discussion of

the major trends which emerged seemed indicated.
In examining the relationship between responses to the "ideal"
and "real" woman scales, it was noted that the total sample, the
Baptist seminarians and the subgroups of beginning seminarians either
revealed a strong correlation or a trend toward correlation between the
responses to these two scales.

Therefore, among these groups, the

"ideal" and "real" woman were described as very similar.
Conversely, an inverse relationship was evidenced between the
"real" woman and "real" man scales for the total sample, the Baptist
seminarians as a group, the beginning seminarian subgroups, and the
ending seminarian subgroups.

One might expect to see such an inverse

relationship in describing the "real" woman and the "real" man.
Interestingly, this correlation was not seen among the Catholic group.
Apparently, differences in their perception of the "real" woman and
"real" man were hot as clearly defined as was indicated among the
Baptist group.
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Another major area in which a similarity was revealed was in the
seminarians perceptions of the "ideal" woman and "ideal" man.

This

was evidenced in the total sample, among the Baptist group and among
the Baptist and Catholic beginning subgroups of seminarians.

Appar

ently these groups perceived the "ideal" woman and man as very similar
in attitudes and behaviors.

This may be reflective of the notion of

the androgenous individual as described by Bern, et al. (1974) in which
socially well-adjusted individuals possess the most desirable traits
of both masculine and feminine genders.
Interestingly, positive relationships between attitudes toward
the "ideal" man and "real" woman and the "ideal" man and "self" were
also revealed among the total sample and among the subgroups of begin
ning seminarians of both religions.

Additionally, the subgroups of

final year seminarians of both religions demonstrated a positive
correlation between the "real" woman and "self" scales.

One might

speculate that perhaps these seminarians had modelled behaviors of
significant women in their lives and had integrated these behaviors and
attitudes into their concept of themselves and what they considered
"ideal" for men.

The notion that Catholic seminarians may view women

differently than Baptist seminarians as a function of reverence to
Mary, the Mother of Jesus, as exemplified in the Catholic Church seemed
unfounded.
In summary, results of correlation analysis indicated that both
Baptist and Catholic seminarians demonstrated very similar perceptions
on the five attitude measures under investigation at the time they
entered the seminary.

Furthermore, change in these attitudes was not
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occurring among these populations as a result o£ years of seminary
study and experience.

It appeared that dominant women (such as mothers)

may have been strong models for these young men in determining their
perceptions of both themselves and the "ideal" man.

Generally, these

attitudes seemed to remain constant and independent of marital status
as a variable in affecting their perceptions.
The implications of analysis of the tests of hypotheses were
investigated.

The first set of hypotheses explored the relationship

between Baptist and Catholic seminarians with respect to the masculinityfemininity dimension of the five perception scales.

Contrary to what

would have been expected, the ANOV results showed no significant dif
ference between the two groups.

In fact, Baptist and Catholic semi

narians had mean scores which were remarkably similar for all five
scales.

In other words, Baptist and Catholic seminarians had

remarkably similar attitudes with respect to their notion of the
masculinity-femininity dimension, i.e., how they saw the "ideal*1 and
"real" woman and man and "self."

There was the possibility that atti

tudes of individuals who chose to enter the religious life were very
similar, whether they were Baptist or Catholic,

This was particularly

noteworthy since Catholic seminarians entered religious training with
the expectation of avowed celibacy.

Additionally, of the sixty-five

Baptist participants in this research, all but nine were married.

It

may be interesting to study other Christian religious groups such as
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, etc.

It is suspected that similar atti

tudes would be reported among seminarians of these Christian religions
as well.
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The next set of hypotheses pertained to level of training differ
ences with respect to the five scales.

A significant difference was

detected in the ANOV between beginning and final year seminarians con
cerning their perception of the "ideal" male.

The subgroup of

beginning seminarians perceived the "ideal" male as more masculine than
did the final year seminarians.

This finding of significance may have

been attributed to the statistical probability of finding a signifi
cance one out of twenty times, i.e., p^.05.

Therefore, one might

conclude that both Baptist and Catholic seminary training and experi
ence was not conductive to changing these attitudes which apparently
existed prior to entering the seminary.

No differences between the

beginning and ending seminarians were found for the remaining four
hypotheses.
The second major analysis concerned level of training differences
within each religious subgroup.

Five hypotheses were specified con

cerning differences between beginning and ending Catholic seminarians
with respect to the five perception scales.

Again, contrary to what

might have been expected, no differences were found.
scores were remarkably similar.

Once again, mean

Additionally, the final five hypotheses

specified level of training differences for Baptist seminarians with
respect to the five scales.

As was the case with the Catholic sample,

no differences were uncovered and means for the subgroups were
extremely close.

These findings further corroborated the notion

stated above that the seminarians in both the Baptist and Catholic
seminaries

were not changing in their attitudes as measured by the

five perception scales as a function of their training and experience
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during their years of study for the religious life.
To summarize the analysis, out of twenty hypotheses, only one was
statistically supported, and again, this finding may be attributed to
statistical probability.

Of course, this runs counter to what was

theoretically expected.
In looking at why significant results were not obtained, it was
important to consider both theory and methodology as being possible
sources of error as applied to this study.
First, one might investigate the notion that theory in this
research was the potential source of error.

It was very possible that

religious socialization experienced by seminarian groups took place
prior to formal seminary training.

In other words, the influence of

the religious dogma on masculinity-femininity perceptions regarding men,
women, and self took place at a period of time prior to entering the
seminary.

That is, religious teachings during the formative years

which may have occurred in the home, in catechism classes (for young
Catholic children) or in Sunday school (for young Baptist children) may
have resulted in these attitudes being molded and set during this
earlier developmental stage.

Theoretically, this means that the in

fluence of religion on these perceptions was significant but occurred
prior to the decision to enter the seminary.

These beliefs may have

been reinforced or altered throughout the seminary experience but not
such that a statistically significant difference could be detected.
If one considers a replication of the investigation, it may be
more desirable to take a random sample of a younger population of
Baptists and Catholics.

For example, one might consider Baptist youths
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(Sunday school children) or other individuals regardless of religious
affiliation and compare their perceptions to those of the seminarian
groups.

This would give an indication as to whether early religious

socialization relative to the perceptions under study took place.

This

explanation expouses that intense exposure to church doctrine is,
indeed, significant in shaping the perceptions under study but that this
research failed to measure the perceptions at the points in time in
which significant differences would have probably been found.
A second theoretical explanation was that exposrue to seminary
training may have made a difference, but a relatively small difference.
This may be considered in terms of increments of effect.

Some factors

may have been very important in shaping opinions while others may have
had little effect such that the difference was so small it could not
be detected with the sample size.

Along the same line, it was theo

retically possible for obtained scores to have been the same at the
beginning and at the ending of seminary training.

However, between the

beginning and ending periods, there may have been marked fluctuations
in perceptions, perhaps accompanying training specifically devoted to
issues of masculinity-femininity.
In summary, the two possible theoretical reasons why significance
was not found were that;

(1) religious socialization influence was not

measured at the right point in time, or (2) the influence, although
present, was so small as to be undetectable.

It is also possible that

there was some combination of these two which contributed to the
findings.
Besides theoretical problems, another possibility for nonsignifi
cant findings related to methodological difficulties which may have

been present in this research.

Investigating this as the possible

source of nonsignificant findings, there were several factors to con
sider.

It was possible that the measurement of masculinity-femininity

was too imprecise to detect differences under study, thereby attri
buting the problem to measurement error.

However, the 5 -point Likert

scale used did provide individuals with a reasonable number of alterna
tives such that the qualitative difference between the response
possibilities could be readily discerned by the respondents.
validity of this explanation was, therefore, questionable.
possibility was that of sample bias.

The
A second

Since the sample was not randomly

drawn from the population, there was the possibility of sampling bias.
It was possible that the sample selected did not relate to the hypothe
tical population but that a biased sample was obtained, thus precluding
generalization of these findings to include other seminaries.
This analysis does not contain missing data problems, and
members of the sample all received fairly equivalent amounts of semi
nary training in church doctrine.

Furthermore, there was no reason to

believe the seminarians were not also forthright and honest in their
answers.
Other areas of consideration with regard to nonsignificant
findings in this research related to the issues of reliability and
validity.

There was the possibility that the masculinity-femininity

scale was unreliable or invalid.

However, this scale was standardized

in 1968 utilizing 154 college students (Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee,
Broverman, & Broverman).
Overall, the forementioned discussion would indicate that the
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sample and methodology of this research was satisfactory.

Thus, the

difficulties would most likely lie in the theory on which the study was
based.
The major problem with the theory seemed to be that religious
socialization was important but that significant changes in perceptual
development occurred earlier in the lives of the seminarians.

The only

way to definitely discern this would be to investigate possible changes
which may have occurred between youth years and the beginning of
seminary training.
possibility.

Further research would be indicated to explore this
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Year of seminary study _________
1st, 2nd, 3rd, other

You are a member of a sample selected from a population under
study.

Your cooperation and assistance is requested in completing

the questionnaires and data sheet contained in this packet.

Please

do not include your name or any other identifying information.
It is important that the five questionnaires be completed in
the order in which they are placed in your packet.

Please read the

directions accompanying each questionnaire carefully prior to
beginning your responses.

It is important to keep in mind that the

same questionnaire is being used to assess five different attitudes.
You might begin by filling in the blank at the top right-hand
corner of this page.

This research is undertaken under the auspices

of the L.S.U. Department of Psychology by a woman and man.
Your participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at
any time.
A summary of the results obtained from this research project
will be sent to the chairman of your department for dissemination to
you so you may learn of the results obtained in this study.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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The ’'Ideal" Woman

INSTRUCTIONS
Think of what you consider to be the ideal, perfect woman.

With

this in mind, look at each of the 20 items on the following question
naire and circle the single number on the scale of each item which most
closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to which an "ideal"
woman would possess this trait.
Women should be
Easily embarrassed

1 2

For example:

3

4

5

Rarely embarrassed

Depending upon the degree to which you believe women should
possess this trait, circle the number which corresponds closest to
your opinion on the continuum.
Please be sure to think in terms of how you think women should
be as you circle your responses.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5»

Women should be
Not at all agressive

3

4

5

Very aggressive

Women should be
Very emotional

3

4

5

Not at all emotional

3

4

5

Not at all easily
influenced

Women should be
Very subjective

3

4

5

Very objective

Women should be
Very submissive

3

4

Women should be
Very easily influ
enced

6 . Women should be
Very passive
7.

Very dominant

4

5

Very active

5

Very logical

Women should be
Very illogical

3

4

8 . Women should be
Very home-oriented

3

4

Very interested in
world affairs
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9. Women should be
Not at all skilled
in business

2

3

4

5

Very skilled in business

10. Women should
Not know the way
of the world

2

3

4

5

Know the way of the
world

11. Women’s Feelings
Should be easily
hurt

2

3

4

5

Feelings should not be
easily hurt

12. Women should be
Not at all adven
turous

2

3

4

5

Very adventurous

13. Women should have
difficulty making
decisions

2

3

4

5

Can make decisions
easily

2

3

4

5

Never cry

15. Women should not
use harsh language
at all

2

3

4

5

Use very harsh

16. Women should be very
aware of feelings
of others

2

14. Women should
Cry very easily

17. Women should be
very religious
18. Women should be
Very interested in
own appearance
19. Women should enjoy
art and literature
20. Women should
Easily express
tender feelings

4

5

Not at all aware of
feelings of others

2

3

4

5

Not at all religious

2

3

4

5

Not at all interested
in own appearance

2

1 2

3

language

3

3

4

4

5

5

Not enjoy art and
literature

Should not express tender
feelings at all easily
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Women Are

INSTRUCTIONS
Think of how women seem to you, considering what they are really
like.

With that in mind, look at each of the 20 items on the question

naire and circle the single number on the scale of each item which most
closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to which a woman
actually possesses this trait.
For example:
Women are easily
Embarrassed

1 2

3

4

5

Rarely embarrassed

Depending upon the degree to which you believe women actually do
possess this trait, circle the number which corresponds closest to
your opinion on the continuum.
Please be sure to think in terms of how women really are as you
circle your responses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Women are
Not at all aggressive

2

Women are
Very emotional

2

3

Women are very
easily influenced

2

3

Women are
Very subjective

2

3

Women are
Very submissive

2

6 . Women are
Very passive
7.

Women are
Very illogical

3

4

5

Very aggressive

4

5

Not at all emotional

4

5

Not at all easily
influenced

4

5

Very objective

3

4

5

Very dominant

2

3

4

5

Very active

2

3

4

5

Very logical
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8 . Women are
Very home oriented
9.

Women are Not at all skilled
in business

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Very interested in
World affairs

Very skilled
in business

10. Women do not
know the way of
the world

Know the way of
the world

11. Women’s feelings
are easily hurt

Feelings are not
easily hurt

12. Women are not at
all adventurous

2

3

4

5

Very adventurous

2

3

4

5

Can make decisions
easily

14. Women
Cry very easily

2

3

4

5

Never cry

15. Women do not use
harsh language at all

2

3

4

5

Use very harsh
language

16. Women are very award
of feelings of
others

2

3

4

5

Not at all aware of
feelings of others

17. Women are
very religious

2

3

4

5

Not at all religious

13. Women have
difficulty making
decisions

18. Women are very
interested in own
appearance
19. Women enjoy art
and literature
20. Women easily express
tender feelings

4

5

Not at all interested
in own appearance

4

5

Do not enjoy art and
literature

4

5

Do not express tender
feelings at all easily
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The "Ideal" Man
INSTRUCTIONS
Think of what you consider to be the ideal, perfect man.

With this

in mind, look at each of the 20 items on the following questionnaire
and circle the single number on the scale of each item which most
closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to which an "ideal"
man would possess this trait.
Men should be
easily embarrassed

1 2

For example:

3

4

5

Rarely embarrassed

Depending upon the degree to which you believe men should possess
this trait, circle the number which corresponds closest to your
opinion on the continuum.
Please be sure to think in terms of how you think men should be
as you circle your responses.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Men should be
Not at all aggressive

3

4

5

Very aggressive

Men should be
Very emotional

3

4

5

Not at all emotional

Men should be very
easily influenced

4

5

Not at all easily
influenced

Men should be
Very subjective

4

5

Very objective

3

4

5

Very dominant

3

4

5

Very active

3

4

5

Very logical

4

5

Very interested in
world affairs

Men should be
Very submissive

6 . Men should be
Very passive
7.

Men should be
Very illogical

8 . Men should be
Very home oriented
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9. Men should be Not
at all skilled
In business

1

10. Men should
Not know the way
of the world

1

11. M e n ’s
Feelings should be
easily hurt

1 2

2

3

4

5

Very skilled in business

2

3

4

5

Know the way of the
world

3

4

5

Feelings should not
be easily hurt

12. Men should be
Not at all adven
turous

1

2

3

4

5

Very adventurous

13. Men should
Have difficulty
making decisions

1

2

3

4

5

Can make decisions
easily

14. Men should
Cry very easily

1

2

3

4

5

Never cry

15. Men should
Not use harsh
language at all

1

2

3

4

5

Use very harsh language

16. Men should be
Very aware of feelings
of others
1

2

3

4

5

Not at all aware of
feelings of others

17. Men should be
Very religious

1

2

3

4

5

Not at all religious

18. Men should be
Very interested in
own appearance

1

2

3

4

5

Not at all interested
in own appearance

19. Men should
Enjoy art and
literature

1

2

3

4

20. Men should
Easily express
tender feelings

1

2

3

4

5

Not enjoy art
and literature

5

Should not express
tender feelings at
all easily
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Men Are

INSTRUCTIONS
Think of how men seem to you, considering what they are really like.
With this in mind, look at each of the 20 items on the questionnaire
and circle the single number on the scale of each item which most
closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to which a man
actually possesses this trait.
Men are
Easily embarrassed

For example:

1 2

3

4

5

Rarely embarrassed

Depending upon the degree to which you believe men actually do
possess this trait, circle the number which corresponds closest to
your opinion on the continuum.
Please be sure to think in terms of how men really are as you
circle your responses.

1.

2.

Men are
Not at all aggressive

2

Men are
Very emotional

2
2

3

4

5

Very aggressive

3

4

5

Not at all emotional

3

4

5

Not at all easily
influenced

3.

Men are
Very easily influenced

4.

Men are
Very subjective

2

3

4

5

Very objective

Men are
Very submissive

2

3

4

5

Very dominant

2

3

4

5

Very active

Men are
Very illogical

2

3

4

5

Very logical

8 . Men are
Very home oriented

2

3

4

5

Very interested in
world affairs

5.

6 . Men are
Very passive
7.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Men are
not at all skilled
In business

2

3

4

5

Very skilled in business

Men
Do not know the way
of the world

2

3

4

5

Know the way of
the world

M e n ’8
Feelings are easily
hurt

2

3

4

5

Feelings are not
easily hurt

Men are
Not at all adven
turous

2

3

4

5

Very adventurous

3

4

5

Can make decisions
easily

Men
Have difficulty mak
ing decisions
Men
Cry very easily

2

3

4

5

Never cry

Men
Do not use harsh
language at all

2

3

4

5

Use very harsh language

3

4

5

Not at all aware of
feelings of others

3

4

5

Not at all religious

5

Not at all interested
in own appearance

Men are
Very aware of feeling
of others
Men are
Very religious
Men are
Very interested in
own appearance
Men
Enjoy art and litera
ture
Men
Easily express
tender feelings

2

2

2

3

4

3

4

5

Do not enjoy art
and literature

3

4

5

Do not express tender
feelings at all easily
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Self

INSTRUCTIONS
Think of how you see yourself, considering what you are really
like.

With that in mind, look at each of the 20 items on the

questionnaire and circle the single number on the scale of each item
which most closely corresponds to your opinion of the degree to which
you actually possess this trait.

For example:

I am
Easily embarrassed

3

1 2

4

5

Rarely embarrassed

Depending upon the degree to which you believe you possess this
trait, circle the number which corresponds closest to your opinion on
the continuum.
Please be sure to think in terms of how you really are as you
circle your responses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I am
Not at all aggressive 1 2

3

4

5

Very aggressive

I am
Very emotional

1 2

3

4

5

Not at all emotional

I am
Very easily influ
enced

1 2

3

4

5

Not at all easily
influenced

1 am
Very subjective

2

3

4

5

Very objective

I am
Very submissive

2

3

4

5

Very dominant

I am
Very passive

2

3

4

5

Very active

I am
Very illogical

2

3

4

5

Very logical
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8.

9.

I am
Very home oriented

2

3

4

5

I am
Not at all skilled
in business

2

3

4

5

Very skilled in
business

2

3

4

5

Know the way of the world

10. I do
Not know the way
of the world

Very interested in
world affairs

11. My
Feelings are
easily hurt

2

3

4

5

Feelings are not easily
hurt

12. I am
Not at all adven
turous

2

3

4

5

Very adventurous

13. I
Have difficulty
making decisions

2

3

4

5

Can make decisions
easily

14. I
Cry very easily

2

3

4

5

Never cry

15. I do
Not use harsh
language at all

2

3

4

5

Use very harsh language

5

Not at all aware of
feelings of others

16. I am
Very aware of feelings
of others

2

3

17. I am
Very religious

2

3

4

5

Not at all religious

18. I am
Very interested in
own appearance

2

3

4

5

Not at all interested
in own appearance

19. I
Enjoy art and litera
ture

2

3

4

5

Not enjoy art and
literature

20. I
Easily express
tender feelings

2

3

4

5

Do not express tender
feelings at all easily

4
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DATA SHEET

1.

What is your age? ______________

2.

What is your race? _____________

3.

What is your marital status?
separated

4.

divorced

single

married ______

widowed _____

What was the occupation of your father? ______________________
your mother?________________________

5.

Did you participate in a similar research project two years ago
investigating your attitude toward women (Spring, 1975)?
yes

_________

no _________
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